Floating-point arithmetic is widely used in applications from several fields including scientific computing, machine learning, graphics, and finance. Many of these applications are rapidly adopting the use of GPUs to speedup computations. GPUs, however, have limited support to detect floating-point exceptions, which hinders the development of reliable applications in GPU-based systems. We present FPCHECKER, the first tool to automatically detect floating-point exceptions in GPU applications. FPCHECKER uses the clang/LLVM compiler to instrument GPU kernels and to detect exceptions at runtime. Once an exception is detected, it reports to the programmer the code location of the exception as well as other useful information. The programmer can then use this report to avoid the exception, e.g., by modifying the application algorithm or changing the input. We present the design of FPCHECKER, an evaluation of the overhead of the tool, and a real-world case scenario on which the tool is used to identify a hidden exception. The slowdown of FPCHECKER is moderate and the code is publicly available as open source.
I. INTRODUCTION
Floating-point arithmetic is widely used in applications from several fields including scientific computing, machine learning, graphics, and finance. The most commonly implemented standard for floating point arithmetic is the IEEE Standard 754-2008. While floating-point arithmetic has been used in software for many years, it is still challenging today to develop reliable and correct floating-point programs [3] . The IEEE Standard 754-2008 for floating-point arithmetic defines several exceptions to help programmers detect errors that occur during the calculations of floating-point numbers, e.g., division by zero and overflow. The ability to detect and isolate application inputs that induce these exceptions is critical to ensure correctness and reliability. This paper presents a tool to automatically detect floating-point exceptions in Graphics Processing Units (GPUs).
Background and Related Work. In traditional CPUbased programming languages and system software, there exist several methods to detect floating-point exceptions. For example, in Linux systems, when exceptions occur, one of two things can happen. By default, the exception is simply noted in the floating-point status word, and the program can check the status word to find out which exceptions happened. Alternatively, traps for exceptions can be enabled, which enables the program to receive the SIGFPE signal. The default action for this signal is to terminate the program, however, the effect of the signal can be changed. Previous work has proposed software techniques to handle floating-point exceptions. These include the use of abstract interpretation [5] , symbolic execution [1] , and system-level mechanisms [4] . These efforts focus on handling exceptions on CPU code and are not directly applicable to code running on accelerators, such as GPUs.
GPUs are rapidly dominating the HPC and data analytics market. For example, the two fastest supercomputers in the world use NVIDIA GPUs to achieve high performance 1 , and several machine learning and data analytics software packages today support GPUs. While programmers are increasingly adopting GPU software in their applications, the support to detect floating-point exceptions in GPUs is limited and, in some cases, null. For example, NVIDIA GPUs have no mechanism to detect that a floating-point exception occurred [6] .
Since the mechanisms to detect floating-point exceptions that exist in CPU-based systems are not present in GPU systems, programmers are left with almost no option other than using printf statements in the application source code to catch the result of exceptions, a less-than-ideal method. Therefore, a tool that detects these exceptions in a systematic manner would be very useful to GPU programmers.
Paper Contributions. We present FPCHECKER, a tool to automatically detect floating-point exceptions in GPU applications. FPCHECKER instruments floating-point arithmetic operations in GPU kernels and checks at runtime whether the result of an operation comes from a floating-point exception. The tool checks for operations that result on NaN, ±INF, and underflow numbers. If an operation results in any of these, it reports to the user the code location of the operation, i.e., the file and line number where it occurred. FPCHECKER also detects latent underflows, which are underflow or overflow operations that are not yet visible to the programmer for a given input or problem size, but that may be visible for slightly larger or smaller inputs.
We develop two novel frameworks in FPCHECKER, a static instrumentation framework and a runtime system, both of them on top of the clang/LLVM compiler. The static instrumentation Fig. 1 . Overview of FPCHECKER's workflow. We start with a CUDA program, which is compiled with the clang/LLVM compiler. The compiler splits the compilation into device code and host code, i.e., the code to be executed in the device and in the host, respectively. In the device code we instrument instructions and connect calls to the runtime system. During the execution, the runtime system checks for exceptions in every running thread in the GPU. framework instruments floating-point instructions in GPU kernels and inserts callback functions to the runtime system. The runtime system then checks if any of the operations that occur during the program execution are within the normal ranges of the floating-point format; otherwise it reports an exception. FPCHECKER has been used successfully in several scientific applications to identify hidden floating-point exceptions. The rest of the paper describes the design of FPCHECKER, its usage methodology, and evaluation experiments.
II. ENVISIONED USERS
The envisioned users are programmers of applications that use floating-point arithmetic and that execute these applications on GPUs. Floating-point arithmetic is widely used in applications from several fields including scientific computing, machine learning, artificial intelligence, graphics, and finance. New HPC systems as well as cloud computing systems, e.g., Amazon AWS systems, are increasingly using GPUs. Programmers of these applications can all benefit from FPCHECKER to automatically detect floating-point exceptions. Once exception locations have been identified by the tool, programmers can modify their algorithms or input ranges to avoid these exceptions.
III. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING CHALLENGE
Software development of floating-point programs is challenging. While distinct algorithms may exist to solve different problems, not all algorithms have the same numerical stability, and some may lead to floating-point exceptions more frequently than others depending on the inputs. Software developers need systematic methods to detect that exceptions occur for given inputs to be able to modify their numerical algorithms. FPCHECKER solves this software engineering challenge by providing an automatic framework to detect floating-point exceptions in GPU applications.
Today the programmers of GPU scientific applications depend mostly on adding printf statements in their code to catch the result of floating-point exceptions, e.g., NaN and INF floating-point numbers. This software development practice has two problems. First, it slowdowns the program execution because many threads in the GPU (potentially millions of threads in a modern GPU) write to standard output, a practice that is not recommended in GPU programming. Limiting the number of threads that print does not solve it because an exception can occur in any thread. Second, this method may miss some exceptions. If an exception does not propagate to any of the variables that are used in the printf statements, e.g., the variable is used only in a branch condition, the exception will not be visible to the programmer. FPCHECKER provides an automated framework to overcome these challenges.
IV. DESIGN OF FPCHECKER
We describe the design of FPCHECKER (see Figure 1 ).
A. Programming Model
We implement FPCHECKER on top of the clang/LLVM compiler. As of today, the clang/LLVM compiler supports compiling CUDA, the programing model of NVIDIA's GPUs. Thus, currently FPCHECKER support only programs written in CUDA, or on any other programing model that could be translated to CUDA during the compilation process.
The compilation process of CUDA in the compiler is divided into two phases, the device compilation phase and the host compilation phase. The former compiles device code, which is transformed to LLVM intermediate representation; the latter performs the same on host code, i.e., code executed in the CPU. Both phases occur automatically after the user invokes the command to compile a single CUDA (.cu) file.
B. Instrumentation Framework
During the device compilation phase, FPCHECKER adds callbacks to the runtime system to every floating-point arithmetic operation. The callback parameters are the type of operation (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division), the precision level, and the location (line number and file name). Currently FPCHECKER supports two levels of floatingpoint precision, single precision (FP32, or 32-bit precision) and double precision (FP64, or 64-bit precision). We are working to support half precision (FP16, or 16-bit precision) since this precision is increasingly used in deep learning applications [2] . At the end of the compilation phase, an executable is produced, which can be run on a GPU. 
C. Runtime System and Detection Method
The runtime system consists of a set of callback functions and global data structures. The callback functions check whether the result of a floating-point arithmetic operation is within the range of normalized floating-point numbers. If a number is not within the normalized range of values, i.e., the number is a NaN, +INF, -INF, or a subnormal number, the tool declares that an exception has occurred. Table I lists the five exceptions defined in the IEEE Standard 754-2008. Based on FPCHECKER's checking method, it is able to detect the occurrence of the first four exceptions. The last exception, inexact calculations, is signaled if a rounded result is not exact (such as when calculating the square root of two). Inexact calculations are common in floating-point programs and usually are handled automatically by rounding the calculation to an exact number; thus, we do not inform to the user such cases.
D. Modes of Operation

FPCHECKER supports two modes of operation: (a)
ERRORS_ABORT and (b) ERRORS_DONT_ABORT. In the ERRORS_ABORT mode, when an exception is found, the tool signals a trap instruction, which in turn aborts the kernel execution. This is the default mode of operation. In this mode, no synchronization is performed when checking for exceptions and each GPU thread executes the same checking code. If an exception is detected, the first thread that detects the exception enters a critical region (using locks), writes a report, and calls a trap instruction. If the user has a debugger attached to the program, such as NVIDIA cuda-gdb, the debugger gains control and the user can observe where the program stopped. This mechanism also allows the program to write a core file (after the trap instruction is executed), which can then be analyzed by a debugger.
The ERRORS_DONT_ABORT mode allows the programmer to check all the exceptions in the program (not just the first one). When an exception is found, a short report is written, but the program continues execution without aborting. We implement this mode by keeping a global-memory table that bookkeeps program locations (files and line numbers) and a binary flag that indicates whether an exception occurred in this location or not. At the end of the execution of each kernel, but before the kernel returns control to the caller, a single thread in the GPU checks the global-memory table. If a location in the table had an exception, this is printed in a report. Because there is extra overhead in this mode to check the global table, the ERRORS_DONT_ABORT mode is slightly more expensive than ERRORS_ABORT mode (see Figure 2) . Stores exception values 
V. USAGE METHODOLOGY
To use FPCHECKER, programmers add a few compilation options to the Makefile of the application. The only requirement that we have is that, the GPU application must be compilable using the latest version of the clang/LLVM compiler, version 8.0. Figure 3 shows the compilation options that must be added. The first option is a variable FPCHECKER_PATH, which defines the path where the tool has been installed (the installation process uses cmake and it is straightforward). The second option defines a variable LLVM_PASS, which specifies to the clang compiler that a shared library, libfpchecker.so, must be loaded during compilation and that a header file Runtime.h must be included in each CUDA file that is compiled. Finally, we append the content of LLVM_PASS to the CXXFLAGS, which will be added to every compilation command of CUDA files.
A. Reports
Since scientific applications usually write results to standard output, FPCHECKER writes error reports to the standard output as well. The user has the ability to select if standard error file descriptor should be used instead for reports. Figure 4 shows an example report for an underflow error. The report includes the error class (line 1), arithmetic operation and numeric value (line 2), file (line 3), line number (line 4) of the operation.
VI. EVALUATION
We perform experiments to evaluate the performance of FPCHECKER under its two modes of operation. For all the experiments, we use a machine with four NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs and IBM Power8 cores. We measure the slowdown of using FPCHECKER, which is defined as the execution time of a program instrumented with the tool divided by the execution time of a program without instrumentation (baseline). We generate a single kernel with multiple different floating-point addition instructions and use it to measure the slowdown as we increase the number of instructions. Figure 5 shows the slowdown for an increasing number of instructions. As we can observe, the slowdown is proportional to the number of instructions that are checked at runtime. We also observe that the ERRORS_DONT_ABORT mode has higher overhead than the ERRORS_ABORT mode (as expected). For small GPU kernels with up to hundred arithmetic instructions, the slowdown is around 1.25×. 
A. Real-World Case: Laghos Application
We have used FPCHECKER to check for exceptions in several scientific computing applications. The slowdown that we have observed in such applications is in the order of 1.5× on average.
In one of these applications, Laghos, the tool was able to detect a hidden exception. Laghos (LAGrangian High-Order Solver) is an application that solves the time-dependent Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics. The application supports several parallel computing programming models, including CUDA. When we applied FPCHECKER to the application, the tool reported an overflow exception in one of the initialization functions. Figure 6 shows the code that causes the exception. For one of the relevant inputs of the application, in line 388 the variable p is initially zero, which is then used in a division producing an INF value. The result of the division, INF, is stored in the variable pinv, which is then used in the calculation of the variable r in line 390. Later on, the r variable is used in an if/else statement; thus, the result of the exception affects a branch in the code.
Note that this is a dangerous exception because the resulting INF value does not propagate to any of the variables of interest in the program (e.g., the energy variable of the simulation)-it only affects a branch. As a result, the printf method that is used to detect exceptions may fail in this case because usually printf is used on important computed variables, rather than on all (e.g., temporal) variables in the program.
VII. SUMMARY
We present FPCHECKER, the first tool to automatically detect floating-point exceptions in GPU applications. FPCHECKER uses the clang/LLVM compiler to perform static instrumentation along with parallel runtime checking to detect exceptions. The tool reports to programmers the code location of the exceptions, which can then be used by the programmers to modify the application algorithm or to change inputs to avoid these exceptions. FPCHECKER has a moderate slowdown and it already has been used to identify hidden exceptions in scientific computing applications. The tool is publicly available as open source 2 .
